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AirTies CTO answers all your WiFi questions

By Jack Ratcliffe on June 22, 2011 9:00 AM

If you didn’t know, you can create a home network using your home’s power cables. If you knew that, you may not know that this technology could potentially

interfere with radio-based devices. And even worse, your neighbours’ systems could affect you, too.

Power Line Transmitters came about in the early 21st century, allowing you to plug-in an adapter to your wall that would then use your power cables to transfer

network data. This was fine, until a demand for faster speeds led developers into the Very High Frequency (VHF). Using this bandwidth meant that data could be

sent at higher speeds. However, it also led to some serious problems – radio noise.

“When signals travel on any conductor, they also radiate into the air depending on how good of an antenna that conductor is acting as,” explains Metin Ismail Taskin, Chief

Technical Operator at AirTies Wireless Networks. “Today, most of the power line adaptors operate from 2 to 30 MHz – the new ones even operate up to 50 MHz. A good

antenna for 30 MHz is a piece of wire that is multiple of 5m long. You can easily find that length of power cable in the home.”

“This means that the signal injected onto a home’s mains wiring will easily radiate into the air. And that can interfere with any receivers that are trying to detect very weak

radio signals at the same frequency.”

This is bad news, because the HF and VHF noise these systems create includes FM and DAB radio, as well as most amateur radios, emergency alert systems in some parts of

the world and nearby telephone lines carring the ADSL2+ service. And it could get worse.

“More devices mean more interference. I think this problem will worsen as more and more people start using PLAs and inject signals into power wiring in the same

neighborhood. Can you imagine a 50 – 100 home hi-rise building where 50% of the apartments have at least one pair of PLA? The signals that get injected into each

apartment’s electric wiring will travel to the backbone power distribution network of the whole building and add on top of each other to create a big radiator.”
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So is there a solution for the power-line networking problem, or is it a technology doomed to failure? “PLAs are operating in a band that nobody thought signal would be put

onto intentionally. Therefore the consequences of operating at the frequency of PLAs are not very well known, since there are not many controlled experiments done yet.”

One recent one, conducted by the BBC, suggested that PLAs could have a massive affect on FM and DAB radio signal, should the household be within signal range, but not

close to the transmitter. “New standards are trying address the interference issue, but I am not sure if it will be ever possible to solve it completely.”

So why don’t we see this problem with Wifi? “Wifi has dedicated frequency bands where it is allowed to radiate certain amount of signal as long as it stays within the standards.

The bands were selected based on the fact that there will be intentional radiators.”

“Wifi operates at 2.4 or 5 GHz, where the interference sources are well known. 2.4 GHz band is very much occupied with other Wifi equipment, including bluetooth devices

and microwave ovens. It is not easy to avoid interference there.”

“The 5 GHz band has a lot more channels and there are not may devices operating in this band. AirTies Wifi equipment can operate in 2.4 or 5 GHz, although the 5 GHz should

be preferred to avoid interference. While AirTies wireless devices operate, they continuously monitor the interference at its own and other channels within the 5GHz band. If

the devices see too much interference inside the channel they are using, they automatically switch to another channel that has less noise and interference. ”
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